CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents conclusion and suggestion dealing with findings of the analysis. It concludes the findings that are discusses in the previous chapter and provides the suggestions for the readers.

5.1 Conclusion

From the finding, it shows that there are two types of compliment found, namely compliment of appearance and compliment of ability. Each compliment is divided into two types. The compliment of appearance is divided into personal appearance and possession, while the compliment of ability is divided into general ability and specific-act ability. As a result, there are four types of compliments that are applied by the characters in the movie entitled “The Ugly Truth.” The compliment of personal appearance is shown by 2 data, while the other, such as possession is demonstrated by 1 data. Moreover, compliment of general ability is expressed by 8 data. Compliment of specific-act ability also is shown by 6 data.

In analyzing the compliment response applied by the main characters in movie The Ugly Truth, the writer uses Herbert’s classification of responses. Most of the addressees respond to the compliment by accepting the compliment. The way of them accept the compliment by appreciation token
including verbal and non-verbal acceptance. There are 8 data showing response of acceptance in the movie The Ugly Truth in which the researcher found accordingly appreciation token’s type. They are data 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, and 15. Furthermore, in data 5 the addressee tries to accept the compliment by smiling and adding a relevance comment about the object which is being complimented. It includes compliment response’type, namely comment acceptance.

However, there is a datum 11 which uses return types of compliment response, the addressee no accepted the compliment that is delivered by the addresser, and the compliment is returned to the addresser. The researcher also found the other types of compliment response, namely question. In the data 10, 14, and 17 the addressee give response by question to the addresser. The last types of compliment response in the movie The Ugly Truth is no acknowledgment. There are two ways to show no acknowledged response of the compliment. They are verbal and non-verbal compliment response. They are data 2, 3, 9, and 16.

5.2 Suggestion

People often exchange compliment to other because it has great power to maintain relationship. Since it is very common to give compliments in the society, it is important to know how to give the compliments. It is suggested
to the readers, especially to English literature to give their maximal compliment and responses, be sincere and be appropriate when delivering the compliment and responding the compliment. Beside, the giving of compliments can vary, not only based on personal appearance or possession, but they also able to give compliments on other’s achievement, talent, even the taste of other’s cooking.

Compliment and responses are interesting to discuss since they give deep understanding for the readers who intend to know how the way or the strategies in giving and responding compliment well. As there are still many issues can be analyzed for compliment and responses, it is suggested to the next researcher who are interested in investigating the same field of Pragmatic study to fill the gap, especially on other complimented objects, such as the utterances produced in the real situation or context by Indonesian, Javanese, Maduranese or other literary works (novel, short stories, etc.) since this research uses movie as objects of research.

It is also possible for the next researcher to conduct further analysis of compliments and responses from different point of view. Therefore, the researcher wishes this reasearch can give a contribution and new ideas to the readers, especially students in studying compliment and responses.